
Richmond Upon Thames Council 

Sheen Road and Upper Richmond Road West Safety Improvements Consultation 

 

The Council Proposal 

The council is proposing to redesign the layout of Sheen Road and Upper Richmond Road West, with 

the stated aims “to reduce the number of accidents and improve the experience for cyclists by 

smoothing traffic flows and managing vehicle speeds”.   

The full set of consultation documents are here: 
http://www.richmond.gov.uk/home/council_government_and_democracy/council/council_consultations/consultation_details.htm?id=C01214 

The closing date is 28
th

 December. 

 

Summary Views on the Council Proposal 

Good points: 

• The aim of the scheme is welcome – to reduce speeds and improve the experience for 

cyclists. 

• The proposals recognise the current issues with the bike lane layout and road surface. 

Concerns: 

However, there are significant concerns with the scheme - in summary: 

• The consultation itself has been poorly executed. 

• The scheme as it stands will not significantly increase safety and so represents a big missed 

opportunity to provide a joined-up safe cycling route between Sheen and many nearby 

destinations in Richmond. 

 

Background 

• Richmond Council aims to increase the number of journeys made by bicycle.  The benefits 

are well publicised – improved health, reduced impact of traffic on the environment etc. 

• One way to increase cycling is to persuade people to leave their cars at home for short local 

journeys. 

• The Richmond / Sheen area is populated with many young families, and consequently many 

local car journeys are made by parents with children – taking them to school & nursery, and 

to the many clubs and activities that take place after school and at weekends. 

• However, concerns about road safety are a major deterrent to taking up cycling with kids.  

Whilst many destinations are reachable via the pleasant leafy backstreets of 

Sheen/Richmond – there are a number of significant routes that are seriously stressful to 

cycle along with children; and these are a barrier to safe and happy cycling around the area. 

• The A305 Sheen Road / Upper Richmond road west is one of these routes. 

 

Why is this road important? 

This route is a major corridor for local journeys with children.   The map below is taken from TFL’s 

cycling guide to the area.   

• The red and orange dots represent significant destinations for parents with kids - schools, 

nurseries, churches, community halls, scouts/guides venues, sports clubs.  Any parent in the 

area will be intimately familiar with some of these! 

• The blue and yellow-marked roads highlight “cycle-friendly” routes. 

• The dark red line shows the area of the proposed road improvements. 



 

 

To the west, the following destinations attract significant journeys along this route from Sheen: 

• Schools & nurseries: Holy Trinity, Marshgate, St. Elizabeth’s, Christ’s, Kings House, Grena 

Road, & Kings Road nurseries. 

• Other venues: Our Lady Queen of Peace (church + various clubs/activities); Christ’s school 

fields (cubs/scouts/various kids sports clubs); Holy Trinity church (church + various clubs) 

To the east, the following destinations attract journeys along this route from Richmond: 

• Schools: Holy Trinity, Sheen Mount 

• Other Venues: Our Lady Queen of Peace (church + various clubs/activities); Sheen common 

(sports clubs); Christ Church (church + various clubs); Sheen tennis club; Palewell park; RPA 

& Bank of England club (sports clubs). 

 

All potential cycling routes on the above journeys converge on this stretch of road. 

 

What’s the problem with this stretch of road? 

The following problems are apparent to anyone cycling this route with kids: 

1. Speeding.  The wide expanse of road encourages drivers to put their foot down.  Many 

drivers assume this street has a 40mph limit not 30mph. 

2. Layout of bike lanes.  The current bike lane layout requires cyclists to perform a number of 

“swerving” manoeuvres around parked cars; and in places the bike lane is stuck out in the 

middle of the road for no apparent reason.  This is confusing to children and alarming to 

parents; and motorists frequently cut across the bike lanes. 

3. Poor road surface and faded paint.  In places the road is in poor condition and the paint 

marking out the bike lanes has faded away.  This causes bikes to wobble and cars to ignore 

the lane markings. 

4. Lack of separation between bikes and cars.  The bike lane is narrow and there is no 

separation from speeding traffic. 

5. Pinch point at zebra crossing.  The zebra crossing layout outside Our Lady Queen of Peace 

causes narrowing of the traffic lanes so cars and bikes have to share the space and come 

into conflict with each other.  When cycling through here cars (already speeding) frequently 

have to brake sharply when they realise they can’t squeeze through alongside cyclists. 



6. Cycling on the pavement.  Because of the above, many children cycle on the pavement.  In 

particular many parents heading westbound with kids cycle on the pavement from 

Denehurst Gardens until the zebra crossing, then cross over and take the bike lane.  This is 

because many cyclists from Sheen travel along Tangier Road & up Denehurst Gdns; but then 

it is very hard for a cyclist to make a right turn out of Deneshurst across 2 wide lanes of fast 

moving traffic. 

 

Concerns with the Consultation: 

• The scheme will affect a large number of local people making local journeys, but has been 

very poorly publicised.  Only those directly living on the affected road have been sent details 

of the scheme. 

• The consultation is badly timed – with a deadline over the Christmas holiday period.  This 

has allowed no time for key stakeholders (e.g. local schools) to respond to the consultation. 

• The online survey is a derisory – it consists of a single question and offers no opportunity to 

comment on the proposals. 

• There is no evidence of consultation with local schools and other stakeholders.  The local 

schools typically maintain School Travel Plans; which would be impacted by these proposals.  

(Example – Marshgate’s STP indicates that 25% of pupils would prefer to cycle to school but 

only 8% actually do). 

 

Concerns with the Proposed Scheme: 

Whilst the scheme involves reshaping various elements of the road layout, these are mostly 

cosmetic.  Overall, the scheme: 

• Does not do enough to address the primary concern of traffic speed. 

• Does not provide safe separation of cyclists from fast-moving traffic – e.g. by provision of 

wider, segregated bike lanes.  The scheme relies entirely on white paint to keep cyclists safe. 

• Does not address the pinch points at the zebra crossing and outside Courtlands. 

• Does not deal with the issue of cyclists on the pavement (due to lack of safe right turns). 

 

Particular concerns are listed below, along the whole stretch from a westbound & eastbound view. 

 

Westbound 

• Derby Road – Stanley Road.  Why not begin the westbound bike lane earlier - from Derby 

Road?  There should be enough width in the road at this point (or a small amount of 

pavement could be sacrificed to provide additional bike lane space here). 

• Stanley Rd – Berwyn Road.  New bike lane – good.  However looks narrow.  Why not 

sacrifice some pavement to provide additional width?  Traffic island causes a pinch point 

steering cars to side into conflict with cyclists. 

• Berwyn Rd – Opposite Clydesdale Gardens.  (1) Bike lane becomes advisory (dashed line) 

rather than mandatory as it is currently.  This is a retrograde step.  (2) Bikes will be in conflict 

with buses at the Berwyn road bus stop.  The pavement is wide at this point - consider 

making a bike lane cut out of the pavement for the section from Berwyn road to Sheen 

Common Drive; that goes behind (south of) the bus stop. 



• Opposite Deneshurst Gdns – Provide a crossing.  Provide a way for cyclists emerging from 

Denehurst to turn right (west) – e.g. via provision of a signal-controlled crossing a few 

metres to the east of Denehurst Gardens.  This should stop the need for westbound cyclists 

to cycle on the pavement to the zebra crossing. 

• Deneshurst Gdns – Sheen Common Drive.  The road is wide at this point with room to 

provide better bike lanes/more segregation.  Current proposals look like a waste of the 

available space. 

• Zebra Crossing.  This is a significant pinch point where cyclists come into conflict with fast 

moving cars.  The scheme does not address this.  This could be addressed by purchase of 

approximately 1 metre strip of land from the front of Our Lady Queen of Peace church to 

widen the carriage way at this point, and remodel the entrance to the church. 

• Kings Ride – Courtlands.  (1) The existing bike lane becomes advisory (dashed line) rather 

than mandatory as it is currently.  This is a retrograde step.  (2) The new bus stop may 

obscure the view for cars and bikes turning right out of Kings Ride. 

• Courtland – Manor Road.  (1) The current pavement build-out next to the most westerly 

pedestrian island causes a pinch point where cars and cyclists come into conflict.  The 

scheme does not address this.  Suggest removal/reduction of the pavement build out at this 

point to provide greater width to the bike lane.  (2)  Provide a way for cyclists to turn right at 

this point, enabling access through to Kings Farm Ave and Manor Road / North Sheen 

without having to make a right turn at the main junction; enabling cyclists from Kings Farm 

Ave to turn westbound; and providing a route to/from Holy Trinity school.  (3) The road is 

wide on this section, suggests a more segregated bike lane would be possible. 

• Queens Road.  Suggest a dedicated left turn and off-road bike lane up to Christs school and 

St. Elizabeths’ school, taken from existing wide pedestrian space. 

 

Eastbound 

• Manor Road – opposite Courtlands.  Improve the width of the bike lane here. 

• Kings Farm Ave.  Provide a marked bike route linking through to Kings Farm Ave and so 

encourage this as a route to avoid the main Manor Road junction and serve Holy Trinity 

primary school. 

• Zebra Crossing.  As per westbound comments. 

• Sheen Court.  The proposed new pavement build-out and bus stop will cause buses to block 

up the carriageway rather than pull over to the side where cars and bikes can flow round 

stopping buses.  Is this an intentional traffic calming measure?  This measure will mean 

cyclists have to pass stationery buses on the outside in conflict with oncoming traffic.  There 

would be space here to build the bike lane through the pavement on the inside of the bus 

stop; and if so then continue on the inside of all the car parking. 

• Sheen Court – Deneshurst Gdns.  Road layout remains wide here, encouraging speeding.  

The cycle lane could be wider here. 

• Extension of Parking Restrictions into Deneshurt / Clydesdale / Burdenshott / Rothesay / 

Warren.  The extension of the double-yellows is welcome to improve visibility at these 

points; however this could encourage increase speeds of drivers turning into these roads.  

Suggest a series of raised tables at the entrances of all these roads to slow traffic turning 

into them. 


